Phase I - (2015-2016)
- Created a secure entrance at the High School by constructing a new office at the main entrance of the building. Replaced the roofing membrane at the flat roof section.
- Created a secure entrance at the middle school that included a new entrance canopy and interior doors, leading visitors to the main office prior to entering the building.
- Created a secure entrance at the MacNaughton Elementary by constructing a new office on the south side of the building, leading visitors to the main office prior to entering the building.
- New hand rails and a handicap entrance at Edgerton.

Phase II (2016-2017)
- Traffic control at HS/MS Traffic control at the High School/Middle School campus. This included modifications to the existing parking lots and drives to improve the traffic flow in and out of the campus during the morning and afternoon commute.
- Traffic control at SLE – rerouted bus staging to front of the building in lieu of creating a new loading area.
- In lieu of creating a new Science Lab in the old HS Office space it has been repurposed to provide a collaborative learning space for our special education students and staff.
- Architectural upgrades – implemented flooring replacement and interior painting rotation for Sand Lake, MacNaughton, and Edgerton. Selected rooms are done on an annual basis.

Phase III (2017-2018)
- Architectural upgrades at the Middle School, including replacing the remaining existing windows and doors in the original wing of the building (project carried over from original phase II plan)
- Roofing replacement and repair at the Middle School.
- MS building envelope upgrades, including new brick fascia, new metal panels around gym exterior, and new roofing edge to prevent water infiltration.
- Needed exterior door replacements at McNaughton and Sand Lake Elementaries, new thresholds, and exterior caulking.

Phase IV (2018-2019)
- In process - New access road from High School campus to Amy School Rd. Project scheduled for completion by mid-July 2019.
- Proceeds from sale of TC properties used for majority of land purchase for new access road. A small balance for completion of property purchase was paid for with sinking fund monies.

Phase V – To Be Determined (2019-2020)
Projects from the Original SF Phases to be evaluated based upon results of the bond proposal
- Carried over from Phase III: Additions and upgrades to the elementary kitchens. This will include additional preparation area and serving lines.
- Carried over from Phase IV:
  - Renovation of Edgerton Gym
  - New playgrounds at MacNaughton, Sand Lake
  - Restore existing brick work and install new windows at Edgerton
  - Repurpose Middle School courtyard
- Phase V wish list
  - Create a safe entrance into the Athletic Stadium
  - Replace existing perimeter fencing at the high school/middle school campus
  - Install fencing, press box, and seating at the soccer stadium
  - New press box and seating expansion to the home side of the athletic stadium

Projects Completed Through Donations
- Irrigation installed on the football field
- Irrigation installed on the baseball field
- Irrigation installed on the softball field
- Irrigation installed on the soccer field

Other Projects Completed
- New Playground at Edgerton (completed with fundraising dollars)